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 Securingthe login process to identify the users of computers and network services 
such as e-banks and web-basedmails isof significance importance.Behavioral biometrics 
authentication techniques are reliable methodsto improvesecurity ofsystems.In this paper,we 
introduce anovel biometricsecurity technique based on mouse movementsto verify users. In this 
system samples are captured while users are playing a memory game.A customizedsoftware 
is used to collect theX, Y coordinates of mouse interactions. Furthermore, autoregressive (AR) 
modeling is usedfor future extraction.To calculate theEqual Error Rate (EER)of the system, three 
distance classifiers are employed. By applying Euclidian distance, minimum EER of 2.1 % was 
achieved.Manhattan and Mahalanobisdistance functionsproducedhigher EERof 5.9% and 19%, 
respectively.
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 A reliable authentication system is acrucial 
component in any control access applications. 
Biometrics-based authentication techniques have 
great potential in securing networks, computer 
organizations and other decretive resources.  
Biometric based authenticationsystems are the 
most recent techniques identify humans by their 
own characteristics. Any biometrics based system 
should fulfill a number of properties such as 
uniqueness, universality and collectabilityas well 
asidentification of each person by their individual 
characteristics to minimize the possibility of 
duplication and deception by others.Therefore,a 
reliable and robust authentication method can be 
implemented in different areas. Nowadays,the main 
research focus is on achievingan authentication 
method based on biometric markers. The first 
biometric system developed by Sir William 

Herschel was based on hand and fingers images. 
Various biometric markers have been developed 
by different groups1, 2.Biometrics techniques are 
divided into physiological and behavioralbased 
on the evaluated characteristics. Identification 
by DNA, voice, behavior or hand print are 
physiological techniques. keystroke dynamics and 
gait analysis3, signatures and mouse movementsare 
some of common behavioral biometric techniques. 
All biometric systems consist of two phases 
including enrollment and authentication. In the 
enrollment or acquisition phase, user’s data are 
captured and their quality is tested for the quality. 
For authentication systems, two modes are usually 
carried out4.
Verification
 Verifying an individual as the person that 
they claim to be, based upon validating a sample 
collected against a previously collected biometric 
sample for the individual. When biometric 
assessmentsare implemented for verification 
purposes, they will answer the question: “AM I 
WHO I SAY I AM
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Identification
 In this process, system examines the entire 
database for matching the extracted biometric 
features (1-to-N matching). 
 In this paper we propose a behavioral 
authentication system based on a memory game (tile 
game). We use the fact that pointless games without 
logical way to be finished, can gain the behavioral 
difference of individuals more precisely3. This 
method can enhance system’s persistence against 
spoofing attacks. Previousstudies have usedsome 
memory-less games such asPoker and Solitaire.
Literature Review 
 Behavioral biometrics prepare a number of 
benefits over usual biometric methods. Behavioral 
biometrics are more effective and consequent than 
physical based systems since theirunnoticeable 
data gathering,are resistive against spoofing attacks 
andmore cost effective. Behavioral biometrics are 
categorized into five types based on the sort of 
information.The first category consists of testing a 
sample of text or a drawing created by a person. The 
second one is based on human computer interaction 
(HCI). HCI biometrics consist of two groups; 
human interaction with input deviceslike mouse and 
keyboardsto collect specific and inherent muscle 
actions;and the second group includesstoring 
human behaviors such as knowledge, strategy 
or proficiency submitted during interaction with 
various softwares. The third groupwhich is similar 
to the second group, includesthe collection of 
thedevious HCI biometrics. The main class 
of behavioral biometrics is the capability of a 
human to use muscles called motor-skill. Body 
movements depend on the operation of some 
organs such as brain, nervous system and joints. 
Therefore, verification process can be indirectly 
possibleusing this method.The last category 
includes purely behavioral biometrics evaluating 
human behavior directly. generally, behavioral 
biometrics is bestsuited for verification the interacts 
with computers, mobiles, smart cars, etc.Mouse 
movement has become one of the most interesting 
areas of biometric researchbecause of high 
efficiency, short processing time and low cost5. Our 
purposed system utilizes a combination of mouse 
movements and playing game approaches. 
Mouse Movement-based Methods
 Bours and Fullu devised a system which 
identified users by tracking the mouse movements 

while the user conducted through an on-screen 
maze6. In this method, features were extracted 
from each movement fragment to make velocity 
vectors.Moreover, the edited distance was applied 
to measure the similarity between two feature 
vectors. Thesystem was tested on 28 subjectswith 
anEqual Error Rate (EER) of approximately 
27%.Revett et al. proposed a user verification 
schemevia circular gUI interface, which was 
intended as a combination lock7. The users were 
characterizedbased on the timing features of the 
gUI manipulation. After testing the technique on 
six subjects,False Acceptance Rate (FAR) and False 
Rejection Rate (FRR)was respectively around 3.5% 
and 4%.Zheng et al. designed user verification 
system based onmouse dynamics8. They extracted 
features from angle parameters of mouse actionsfor 
eachuser. Furthermore, they utilized Support and 
fast classification Vector Machines (SVMs) for 
precise and fast classification.The FAR and FRR 
of this technique for 20 mouse clicks was 1.3 
%.Raj and Thamson proposed a novel behavioral 
biometric system through standardized resolution 
in mouse dynamics9.Features containing signatures 
based on particular mouse movement were 
characterized with various mouse speed and screen 
resolution.
Game-based Methods
 Yampolskiy and govindaraju expanded 
behavior-based detection to an innovative domain 
of game networks10. They showed that a behavioral 
biometric feature can be produced by playing 
a game.Using this approach, they designed a 
special software to extract behavioral profiles 
for each player in the poker game. Three profiles 
includingtemporal, temporal-spatial and temporal-
spatial-contextual were used. Minimum EER 
was resultedin temporal-special profiles that was 
9%10%, and 9%for Euclidian, Manhattan, and 
Mahalonobis distances, respectively. Al-Khazzar 
and Savage proposed verification system where 
Pointless and target base games were compared11. 
Features were extracted from three games (Maze 
game, Car game and Subracer game).Results 
represented that pointless games are more secure 
against attacks. Moreover, they couldgenerate 
more accurate behavioral features. Chen and Hong 
planned biometric system which was based on 
user’s game activities12. They offered the relative 
entropy test (RET) structure, based on the relative 
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entropies between two idle time distributions 
(ITDs). Results of their research showed that 
RET structure, generated accuracy of 90% in20-m 
detection.gamboa and Fred offered verification 
system based on interaction with a memory game13. 
They defined mouse-strokes as the complex of 
travelled points from one click to the next click. 
Three types of features(Spatial, temporal and 
statistical) were extracted to verify every mouse-
stroke. Moreover, the greedy feature selection was 
applied to gain the best set of features for each user. 
They used maximum likelihood classifier with 
Parzan and Weibull distributions of the assessment 
of the software on 50 subjects showed EER of 0.2% 
and 0.7% for 200 and 100 strokes, respectively.

MateRIaL and Methods

 We required collecting sufficient samples 
of mouse movements for each user. Therefore, we 
asked volunteers to play our desired game,taking 
about30-35 minutes. Since, using a laptop pad 
is difficult for some users, we gave them mouse 
to feel better and play easier. Biometric systems 
generally comprise three elements:Data Capture, 
Feature Extraction and Classifier.
data capturer
 game designing plays an important role in 
biometric authentication systems based on games. 
games should be easy to play as well as being 
interesting for users. The game which we applied 
contains 24 tiles (Figure1). Users should press on 
a tile to flip it,then flip another tile while trying to 
find matching pictures. Players use the mouse to 
interact with the computer. Accordingly, unique 
style is created for each play (Figure 2). When a 
player starts to play the game, mouse movements 
will be recorded with special software. This 
software has the ability of recording mouse and 
keyboard inputs. Moreover, using this application 
let us edit what we have been recording for further 
development. In order to collect efficient amount 
of interaction data, we asked 50 volunteers to play 
ten times .After storing data, collected information 
of each person will be analyzed and features will 
be extracted. 
Feature extraction
 A process of producing numerical 
descriptions of data examples is feature extraction. 
In the method proposed by gamboa and Fred13, 

feature extraction accomplished based on the X, 
Y coordinates, mouse moves and mouse clicks, 
time and pointing device absolute position. In 
contrast, we only assume peculiarities of x and y. 
Moreover, we apply autoregressive (AR) model. 
In order to create a feature vector for each user 
we compose a matrix with ten rows per user, 
containing estimated AR parameter for each paly. 
We consider nine out of ten plays for training phase 
and one of them for testing phase. The average of 
trains will be considered as the feature vector per 
user which includes x and y coefficients.Moreover, 
size of feature vector depends on the order of AR 
parameter which will be explained in following 
section.  
aR Model
 Significant progress has been done 
in statistical time series analysis until now. An 
autoregressive (AR) modeling is a random method 
which has been applied successfully in signal 
processing, statistics, geophysics and spectroscopy 
and also can characterize current output easily. 
Actually, AR modeling is kind of linear prediction 
which predicts an output of a system according to 
the previous outputs. The AR model is defined, as 
follow (14):

tit
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 where i are the AR coefficients, Xt is 
the series under investigation, and N is the order 
of the AR filter which is generally highly lower  
than  the series length. tis the noise term which 
is always applied to be gaussian white noise.The 
AR problem is to conclude the best values for .The 
most methods, presume the series  is linear. The 
main techniques for computing AR parameters 
are the least squares and Burg method. Although 
increasing the order will generally improve the 
estimates, for noisy dataits efficiency may decrease.
One of the disadvantage of the AR model is that the 
past noises and process model are not included.
Classifier
 After extracting AR parameters of each 
play, we applied leave-one-out technique to 
make specific feature matrix per user. The aim of 
classifier is checking the accuracy of the features 
extracted and identifying the patternscollected 
in the mouse movement characteristics of a user.
In our work, we check all possible situations for 
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verification and investigate all the claims. Actually, 
system should be able to measure how similar the 
new sample is to gathered data.For this reason 
using similar measures is necessary. The simplest 
method for classifying is distance measure15. We 
apply threedistance similarity measures(Euclidean, 
Mahalanobis, Manhattan)to our simulations which 
have been used in behavioralbiometrics and 
compare EER in these three cases.These are based 
on the minimum distance function that calculates 
distance between the feature vector of claim and 
all of other feature vectors as well as determining 
specific class to feature vector which has the 
minimum distance. For verification, test sample 
claims as one of the users,then the distance between 
the test sample vector and that user’s vector will be 
calculated. If it was less than specific threshold, it 
would be accepted otherwiserejected. Moreover, 
each test sample claims as all players. In order to 
test identification of proposed system, each person 
is assigned to a class, the distance between test 
sample vector and all of other vectors’ feature will 
be calculated. The class which has the minimum 
distance will be attributed to that user.
euclidian distance
 The most familiar distance function is 
Euclidean distance.lines of constant Euclidean 
distance are circles or spheres.It is the sum square 
root of squared distance between the features of 
the n-dimensional vectors. In our work, we use 

two dimensional cases ),( ii yx :

∑
=
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 The main disadvantage of Euclidean 
distance is that it ignores the similarity between 
features as well as having low performance in high 
dimensions.
Mahalanobisdistance
 Mahalanobis distance normalizes features 
based on a covariance matrix. Mahalanobis distance 
between two samples is given as:

 which ),...,,( 21 nµµµµ =
  is the mean and 

∑ −1

 
is the inverse of covariance matrix. In contrast 

to the most of the distance functions’Mahalanobis, 
distance is an independent method. The significant 
advantage of the Mahalanobis distance is that it is 

normalized. Consider that in the cases of 1=∑
, the Mahalanobis distance becomes the same as 
Euclidean distance. In some cases, Mahalanobis 
metric may reduce several limitations of the 
Euclidean metric such as adjusting for correlation 
between the different features as well as providing 
curved and linear boundaries.
Manhattan distance
 The Manhattan distance calculates the 
absolute differences between two coordinates 

),( yx . Since the distance along each axis is not 
square, in some cases, this function is better 
than Euclidean distance. The formula for this 
distance between a point .),,( 21 etcxxx =  and a point 
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 Wheren is the number of variables. ix   
and iy   are the values of the ith variable, at points 
x and y, respectively.

ResuLts

 The  data  col lec t ion  consis ts  of 
approximately 3500-4000 x ,y coordinates per user.
Because of utilizing the AR model for the x and y 
coordinates, all the feature vectors have the same 
size.Finding the best AR order has an important 
role in our work; thus, we tried different AR 
orders to choose the best onewith the lowest EER. 

table 1. Comparison EER in three AR orders

Order of AR model Euclidian distance Mahalanobis Distance Manhattan Distance

n = 8 2.3 26.5 5.9
n = 10 2.1 28.1 9.8
n =  15 2.2 19 31.1
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table 2. Randomized studies in behavioral biometric via mouse movements and game playing

Study[ref.] Data base Number of subjects EER%

Bours&Fullu, 2009 Mouse dynamics 28 27
gamboa and Fred Mouse strokes 50 0.20.7
Yampolskiy&govindaraju, 2009 Playing Poker 100 910933
Proposed method Playing memory game 50 2.1

Fig. 1(a). uncompleted game (b) completed game

(b)(a)

Fig. 2. The resulting graph of a user mouse movement in game playing

However, close orders have the same EER. For each 
distance similarity function, a constantlyvariable 
threshold curve was plotted in order to represent 
the relationship between FAR and FRR.Changing 
threshold makes conversions in FARand FRR, 
which help us adjusting the error rates according 
to the assessment of the security .In table 1,EER in 
three orders (n=8, 10, 15) was compared in three 
cases.As it is clear, Manhattan distance function 
is the best function.This algorithm has generated 
an accuracy of 88.03%.Moreover, n=10 is the best 

order in this function which has the minimum EER 
(2.1%) in all cases (Figure 3(a)). TheFAR and 
FRR are plotted versus the threshold.Increasing 
the threshold,increases the FAR whereas reduces 
the FRR. The intersection of these two graphs, 
shown in a sterisks,representsthe magnitude of the 
system’s EER. On the other hand,in Manhattan 
distance case, system achieved 79.43 % accuracy 
which decreases in contrast with Euclidian 
function. Figure 3(b) represents the best order 
(n=8) diagram of FAR and FRR in Manhattan 
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tested similarity measure functions presented an 
adequate profile verification performance with 
Euclidean distances.

ConCLusIon

 Mousemovements  and dynamics 
haverecently become an attractivesubject in 
behavioral biometric authentication. We proposed 
a novel method for behavioral biometric system 
to identify a user by capturing the data of a user 
by moving the mouse to generate a set of random 
coordinates. Features extracted from our samples are 
unique to individual players. Moreover,theproposed 
systemhas the capacity to identify users with 
areasonable accuracy rate.Human reactions were 
relying on their humor, mood, stress or environment 
factors. For that reason,tests were done to detect 
the human actions under unpredictable states. 
Comparing three distance similarity functions 
applied for classifying revealedthat Euclidian 
function is the best function with the lowest EER 
and highest accuracy.A comparison between the 
EER parameters in some previous researches 
is given in table 2. As it is clear,gamboa and 
Fred’s system is the best proposed techniques. 
Due to providing 63 features for each person and 
estimating two conditional density distributions 
(parametric and non-parametric), the lowest EER 
was achieved compared with other systems. It 
is likely,having less features per user as well as 
getting exhausted of users by playing 10 times 
continually may influence on our EER.On the 
other hand, in comparison with other work such 
as playing poker or following maze screen, our 
system represents better results. Support vector 
machines(SVM)can professionally provide non-
linear classification which was applied in different 
researches.Probably using this classifier instead of 
distance classifier may increase accuracy.
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